Hunt ID: TX-StagExoticsBirds-BLI5NDU-LC7GFW-I9KEM

For the trophy hunter or for the meat hunter we have packages to fit all and an experience of a
lifetime for both !
Located 90 minutes south of Dallas-FT Worth Airport ( DFW), this ranch is home to a dozen exotic
species and offers you a unique Texan and exotic animal in a totally natural environment covering
almost 5000 acres. Our native and exotic animals roam freely over varying habitats of grassland,
riverine areas, pecan groves and bushlands so your hunt will be tough and challenging. For the most
part these animals were born and raised here in this endless expanse of multiple habitats. They grow
and reproduce and sustain their population. They are not hand fed or even fed with corn or protein
feeders. The owner wants as natural of a hunting adventure as a free ranging ranch as possible.
You are entering the dark content of Africa to purse the game of your choice for the hunt of a life time
to go with the trophy animal that you will take home if you are successful. You will want to have high
powered rifle sighted in for dead on at 200 yards with the scope a 4 power or higher but have practiced
shooting out at 300 yards.
Since this is not usually a “Sit in the blind” hunt, even though there are 14 elevated blinds available if
you would wish but even then you will want to confirm some of your hunting and shooting
skills. Archers this is even beneficial depending on the animal you are hunting there are some archery
blinds but remember no corn feeder to sit by on this ranch. Quiet stalking is a must with so many ears
listening, and eyes watching. You probably won’t be in a elevated blind but pursuing these animals like
in Africa safari style and meeting the quarry on the ground where he has the odds in his favor, he
survives every day due to his sharp sense of hearing, sight and nose, you will need to be the one that
had better senses than the ones that came before you that he evaded.
I recommend a Harris Bi-pod or shooting sticks, and practice using them. Get used to lying on your belly
crawling as close as possible using as much cover as is available in the habitat you find him in at the
time. You will be shooting, lying on your belly, practice it. Also finding and using a log or something on
the ground to get a better rest then even your bipod or shooting sticks if the opportunity arises.
The outfitter/Guide can get you on the animal but you have to get your body in range and make the shot
successful. This is important because guiding is required on all hunts and it is $ 100 per day without
meals and lodging. If you kill the first day, that’s great. If you don’t you can come back for a guided hunt
but it is a $100 extra for each day that is required for 3 days. After 3 days the hunt ends, so you want to
take the time to reinforce your skills.
Welcome to Africa, South Africa or the Kalahari Desert or even Okavango Delta pursuing these African
game animals on the continent of Africa their native land. Everything possible has been done so that
these animals are not man dependent so their natural wildness can shine through and provide you the
hunt of your life.
These are a few elevated stands on the property but for the most part the hunt is “spot and stalk” these
animals in their native cover habitat. This completely self-sustaining large breeding herds of each species
we carry with no intervention - other than to plant a few hundred acres of wheat (we have a zero bag

feeding policy). We work hard to bring the innate beauty of the African antelope to the Texan hunter in
as natural a setting as is possible to achieve on a large high fenced preserve.
You will be walking in the home of native Whitetail Deer, together with Exotic Antelope and Deer
including Red Deer, Stag, Black Buck, Fallow, Axis, Impala, Springbuck, Waterbuck, Blesbuck, Gemsbok,
Eland, Scimitar-horned Oryx , Aoudad, as well as Zebra. These same animals in Africa would have twice
the price along with a 16-24 hour flight to get there along with the requirement of getting them back to
the US costs and of course customs inspectors going through everything on the Africa side and the

Management Hunts
Please consider us for all your meat hunt needs - We're happy to assist you in stocking your freezer!
Managing the population is an issue we take seriously and take Red Deer-Hinds, Fallow and Axis deer
females as these animals repopulate very well in this mixture of habitats. We keep the most efficient
buck to doe ratio so that everything is health and the habitat is not eaten down to the point where it
cannot recover without the help of man.
No Guide Fees on meat Hunts
Guiding
Our resident guides are committed to making your visit to Wendy Lou, be it a day-trip or a long
weekend, a single hunt or a corporate group, a memorable one. As our guest, we want you to set the
pace for the hunt, but as an example, we suggest you consider the following schedule.
The pricing is of the animal only. Additional animals can be taken on the same day and you will not have
another $200 charge.
There is a $200 charge per day for guiding, all hunts are have a$ 200 guide fee except for meat hunts.
Many stat in a local motel and eat in restaurants in town less than 10 miles away.
Field dressing, caping, quartering of your trophy for transport is available for a nominal fee.

The on Ranch Lodging
Deluxe Ranch Lodging is lavish and included meals and lodging in a Beautiful African Style Lodge with all
the comforts of home. That lodging and meals is $ 250 per person per day.
The Lodge" is situated on a high ridge, thus affording panoramic views of the riverine areas, grasslands
and natural bush and Wildlife.
The design incorporates Texan comfort with African ambiance, giving our guests a unique Texas African
experience. African collectables such as carvings and artworks, traditional weapons, calabashes, drums
and such, amassed over many years are found throughout the lodge.

Each suite has two queen size beds, a luxury bathroom, an enclosed outdoor shower, built-in personal
gun safe, personal satellite T.V. and its own ducted air conditioning system.
The living area with its impressive wood and stone features incorporates an open plan
lounge/dining/kitchen/bar area with comfortable furnishings, large open fireplace, satellite TV and a
quiet reading space upstairs.
The outdoor "boma", a stone wall enclosed fire pit and dining area, open to the stars, offers an African
feel and is the venue for a different evening dining experience.
Relax in front of the fireplace or chill out at our thatched "Look-out Bar" while your hosts take care of
gourmet meals, ensuring that your stay at Wendy Lou is nothing short of Five Stars!
BASIC SCHEDULE FOR OVERNIGHT STAYS IN OUR LODGING:
* On your first day, settle into your suite and meet your guide. Then head down to the range and site
your weapon (Caliber of weapon required to be adequate to game hunted, as wounded animals are
considered taken whether they are recovered or not).
* On the second day, rise early and grab a snack before heading out to the stand or stalk.
* Return to the Lodge for a hot brunch.
* After brunch, you may spend the afternoon fishing or at your leisure.
* Late afternoon, head back to the stand or stalk.
* In the evening, return to the Lodge for pre-dinner drinks, dinner follows and thereafter an early night
is recommended.
* Each succeeding day will follow a similar pattern.
Hunt Fees and General Information
Guide Fees $200 per day.
Meals and lodging $250 per day.
Duration of hunt to suit your personal requirements.
Wounded animals are paid for in full.
Texas hunting license( $50) is required and is not included in rates.
A deposit of 50% of the trophy fee is due at booking time and is non-refundable. Balance due on
completion of hunt.
A deposit of $100 is due at the booking time of any management hunt and is non-refundable.
Reserved hunts require 48 hours’ notice of cancellation.
Reserved hunts may be rescheduled.
Field-dressing is included in fee - assistance with caping, quartering, readying of your trophy for
transport is $75.

ADVICE TO OUR TROPHY HUNTER:
Our serious trophy hunter should consider booking their Red Stag, Fallow and Axis hunts as early in the
season as possible in order to have the best selection of top trophies to choose from - once the rut
starts, which is generally around end of September in our parts, the incidence of horn damage increases

as the season progresses and thus your choice may be narrowed towards the end of season, when in
addition, the horns start to drop, sometimes as early as March.
Our hard horned antelope are not subject to the same considerations - top trophy potential is enjoyed
as early, as it is late in our hunting season.
This is formatted like an African hunt in that you can shoot the largest of the animal that you are after
on the ranch, you decide which one you want, and if you want to look at everyone on the ranch you can.
We keep trophy class of each animal and there is the natural growth trends as the animals are born and
grow up to that trophy size.
The whitetail deer like all Texas whitetail frequently break antler tips as the fall wears on so the earlier
dates can be better for antler quality, the same with Stags. The Axis Deer can be hard horn, no horn or in
velvet during any month of the year. The fallow bucks all lose their antlers and grow the new ones along
a similar time line as a whitetail deer.
Keep in mind that all of the other animals have Horns not antlers so they can be hunted during a wider
range with quality horns.
Trophy Hunts are limited to the reproduction of the herds on the ranch.
Price Reduction Sale
EXOTIC TROPHIES (Oct 1st - March 31st)

AXIS.........................$ 5000 reduced down to only…………………………………………………… $ 2,995

BLACK BUCK............$ 3500 reduced down to only…………………………………………………… $ 2,495

BLESBUCK............... $ 7000reduced down to only………………………………………….………… $ 4,995

ELAND..................... $ 8000reduced down to only………………………………………….…..…….$ 5,995

FALLOW................... $ 5000 reduced down to only…………………………………………………… $ 2,995

GEMSBOK................ $ 8000 reduced down to only…………………………………………………… $5,995

IMPALA.................... $ 7000 reduced down to only…………………………………………………… $4,995

RED STAG................. $ 8000 reduced down to only…………………………………………………… $ 5,995

Aoudad……............... $ 7000 reduced down to only……………………………….………………… $ 2,995

Kudu......................... $ 7000 reduced down to only……………………..…………………………… $ N/A

SPRINGBUCK............ $ 7000 reduced down to only………………………………..………………… $4,995

WATERBUCK............. $ 7000 reduced down to only……………………………….………………… $ 4,995

ZEBRA....................... $ 7000 reduced down to only……………………..…………………………… $ 4,995

WHITETAIL TROPHIES (1st Sat in Nov - 1st Sat in Jan)
Pricing starts at 130 B&C...........$2,000
131 B&C...........$2,100
132 B&C...........$2,300
133 B&C...........$2,400
134 B&C...........$2,500
135 B&C...........$2,600
136 B&C...........$2,700
137 B&C...........$2,800

138 B&C...........$2,900
139 B&C...........$3,000
140 B&C...........$3,100
141 B&C...........$3,200
142 B&C...........$3,400
143 B&C...........$3,500
144 B&C...........$3,600
145 B&C...........$3,700
Add $100 for each additional inch B&C
All scores are gross scores and we measure the antlers with you after the hunt.

MANAGEMENT HUNTS (Oct 15th - Feb 28th only) As Management animals are available
Red deer hinds...... $ 1500 reduced down to only………………………………..………………… $ 695
Red deer spikes..... $ 1600 reduced down to only………………………………..………………… $ 795
Fallow doe............. $ 1200 reduced down to only………………………………..………………… $ 395

COMBO red deer hind/whitetail doe.. $ 2000 reduced down to only……………………… $ 795

* No guide fees are applied to meat hunts.

**Whitetail management hunts are subject to the Texas whitetail hunting season.
Mike Lollar – Hunt Planner
Web = http://www.SportsmansLogistics.com
eMail = HuntingFishing@SportsmansLogistics.com
15596 W. County Rd. 18E
Loveland, CO 80537
970-593-0267
We accept

Or ask us about our “Hunt Now, Pay Later Program” valid for all
hunters booking our hunts you just need credit approval. We realize the hunt of
your dreams will not be a reality because you will never be in better physical
condition than you are today. Instead of planning the hunt when you can afford it,
hunt now while you are physically able. This program is a must for a hunter filling
his bucket list!

